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in this edition of the delphi in depth podcast, we're talking about the firemonkey
component set. it's been a long time coming, but firemonkey is now the native ui

technology of the embarcadero delphi ide. this set of components is not only useful for
creating mobile and desktop apps, it also includes the ability to control hardware and

interact with the cloud. delphi is a rad tool and it is not only a great platform for
creating apps, it can be used to create anything that you need to build. delphi is a fully
featured programming language with the ability to create native apps for ios, android,

windows, mac and linux. this week we talk about how to use the delphi ide and
firemonkey components to create a complete stand alone application, a cross platform
mobile application, or a native mobile and desktop hybrid application. this week on the
delphi in depth podcast we talk about firedac, embarcadero's firemonkey component
set for mobile and desktop apps. this set of components is not only useful for creating
mobile and desktop apps, it also includes the ability to control hardware and interact
with the cloud. this week on the delphi in depth podcast we talk about the firemonkey
component set from embarcadero. it's been a long time coming, but firemonkey is now
the native ui technology of the delphi ide. this set of components is not only useful for
creating mobile and desktop apps, it also includes the ability to control hardware and

interact with the cloud. in this edition of the delphi in depth podcast, we're talking
about the ide. i am a bit biased, but delphi's ide is the best programming ide available.
it provides a complete, but simple, rad programming experience that doesn't require a
programmer to understand how the compiler works or how to write software. if you are

looking to learn delphi, or if you are a delphi programmer who wants to learn how to
use the newest development technologies, then this episode is for you.
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